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Assessing the EU's normative impact in the South Caucasus

Eiki Berg and Alar Kilp

Introduction

Since the early 2000s, the EU has evolved as a shaper of norms and a definer of what is "normal" in international politics. It became an exponent of a number of core norms, the most important of which were peace, democracy and human rights, and encouraged other countries to adopt this normative agenda for their own good. The idea of Normative Power Europe (Manners 2002) rests on the widely shared understanding that instead of exerting military power, which is not really an option, the EU may increase their leverage "softly" by imposing liberal democratic norms on the third countries interested in closer relations with the union. As this softer approach still includes conditionality clauses, financial inducements and persuasion, it diverges somewhat from what Joseph Nye (2004) has described as truly soft power, i.e. 'the ability to get others to want the same as you want, without coercion or payment', based on such commodities as cultural appeal, political values and legitimate policies (for more on that, see Nielsen 2016).

Be that as it may, the EU's normative power might win hearts and minds, or gain influence and effect change, especially when the attraction derived from the well-regulated single market and the prosperity which integration has brought to the participating states overshadows the coercive aspects. The EU can be normative and espouse soft power at the same time, given that the prospect of membership is appealing enough for the third countries to go through a reform process that would bring them in line with the prescribed norms. In practice, the EU has strengthened its soft power potential while keeping its doors relatively open. It has also wielded significant normative power in much of its extended neighbourhood—the agenda for cooperation under the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) and Eastern Partnership (EaP) frameworks is defined, conditioned and assessed within the normative context imposed by the EU. There seems to be no contradiction between what the EU is (normative power), what it has (a sufficient level of appeal) and what it does (channel its power).